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Formulating the facts: Responses to storytelling in police/suspect interviews 
 
This paper reports research on two corpora: one of interviews between police and suspects and one 
of ordinary conversation. In the police/suspect interactions interviewees are encouraged to give 
extended and detailed accounts of an incident. Comparison is made between the way stories are 
responded to in ordinary conversation and the manner in which the suspects’ accounts are received. 
Unlike ordinary conversation there is little assessment and interviewers generally avoid using terms 
that may be seen as agreeing with the interviewees’ versions. However, interviewers will sometimes 
assess these details, for example, as “a serious incident”. In police/suspect interviews responses to 
stories about past events routinely form part of subsequent questions: interviewers commonly 
repeat, formulate or summarise preceding details in encouraging further discussion. Formulations 
(c.f. Heritage and Watson, 1979) are common, often bringing together elements from extended 
tellings on the part of suspects. In these turns interviewers recurrently incorporate words previously 
used by interviewees. Attention will be paid to the recurrent ways in which these turns and other 
responses to suspect’s stories are constructed and how evidential features of the interviewee’s talk 
are transformed or appropriated in subsequent turns by interviewers. Analysis of these sequences 
and comparison with ordinary conversation contributes towards identifying features of the 
specialised speech- exchange system (Drew, 1992) adopted by participants to these interactions, and 
its impact on the nature of the interaction and actions of the participants. 
 
 
 
